Tralleis which was a Karia city was an important place in the West Anatolia in ancient times. It has been understood that from the studies and foundlings it was led not only sculpture but also ceramics during Hellenistics and Rome times. It had been passed in the ancient resources that the city did the Sigillata production. The foundlings that were in diggings and the studies proved this. The Tralleis amphoras that weren’t examined detailly up to know and the detail knowledge has to be tried to find. During 2006-2007 Foundling studies amphoras were found and it was tried to determine which types of amphoras were used and what place was it at the production of the amphora.

We see the examples of the foundlings that were used lovely during Hellenistics and Rome times. The most common foundlings are LR3 types of amphoras and they show the different specialities that were found place. When the amphoras we see that they can’t show the same form speciality. So the city that was Sigillata production center had produced the LR3 type too.
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